Ion-dependent mobility effects of the Fusobacterium nucleatum glycine riboswitch aptamer II via site-directed spin-labeling (SDSL) electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR).
Site-directed spin-labeling (SDSL) with continuous wave electron paramagnetic resonance (cw-EPR) spectroscopy was utilized to probe site-specific changes in backbone dynamics that accompany folding of the isolated 84 nucleotide aptamer II domain of the Fusobacterium nucleatum (FN) glycine riboswitch. Spin-labels were incorporated using splinted ligation strategies. Results show differential dynamics for spin-labels incorporated into the backbone at a base-paired and loop region. Additionally, the addition of a biologically relevant concentration of 5 mM Mg2+, to an RNA solution with 100 mM K+, folds and compacts the structure, inferred by a reduction in spin-label mobility. Furthermore, when controlling for ionic strength, Mg2+ added to the RNA induces more folding/less flexibility at the two sites than RNA with K+ alone. Addition of glycine does not alter the dynamics of this singlet aptamer II, indicating that the full length riboswitch construct may be needed for glycine binding and induced conformational changes. This work adds to our growing understanding of how splinted-ligation SDSL can be utilized to interrogate differential dynamics in large dynamic RNAs, providing insights into how RNA folding and structure is differentially stabilized by monovalent versus divalent cations.